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“AND THE DAY CAME WHEN THE RISK TO REMAIN TIGHT IN A BUD WAS
MORE PAINFUL THAN THE RISK IT TOOK TO BLOSSOM.”
- Anais Nin

“THE MEANING OF LIFE IS CREATIVE LOVE. NOT LOVE AS AN INNER FEELING, AS A PRIVATE SENTIMENTAL EMOTION, BUT LOVE AS A DYNAMIC
POWER MOVING OUT IN THE WORLD AND DOING SOMETHING ORIGINAL.”
- Tom Morris

“LOGIC WILL GET YOU FROM A TO B. IMAGINATION WILL TAKE YOU EVERYWHERE.”
- Albert Einstein

“TRY NOT. DO OR DO NOT. THERE IS NO TRY.”
- Yoda

“IF YOU WANT TO BUILD A SHIP, DON’T DRUM UP THE MEN TO GATHER
WOOD, DIVIDE THE WORK, AND GIVE ORDERS. INSTEAD, TEACH THEM TO
YEARN FOR THE VAST AND ENDLESS SEA.”
- Antoine de Saint-Exupery

“I HAVE NOT FAILED. I’VE JUST FOUND 10,000 WAYS THAT WON’T WORK.”
- Thomas Edison
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EDITOR’S NOTE
SHAHANA DATTAGUPTA

Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become curators of stories of courageous
creativity after experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and expression
that involve emotional risk and personal vulnerability in a collective forum. For more about Shirin and
Shahana, please visit the “About Us” page on Flying Chickadee’s Web site:
www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html and connect with us on Facebook/flying chickadee.
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EDITOR’S NOTE

You know how treasures often lie around undiscovered and unexamined right in our backyards? It’s exactly
what we realized as we forged ahead with a year of working with organizations and exploring themes of
Courageous Creativity with them. After all, our intention is to discover how organizations that truly focus on
creativity and human potential do what they do. And we already had 33 issues worth of contributors, many
of whom are entrepreneurs! So, this month we decided to look back at the 3 years of Courageous Creativity
with an eye to uncover the themes that characterize the spirit of entrepreneurship amongst our contributors,
especially those who have taken their soul’s passions and built creative action around them – whether through
projects, movements, organizations or companies. Here are the six aspects of the spirit of entrepreneurship
that came through:
AUTHENTICITY – The first thing seems to be being in touch with what’s genuinely true for one’s soul, and
thereby, naturally and organically purposeful in the world. An unlearning and editing process unfolds, stripping
off the masks layered on through conditioning.
LOVE – Rising from authenticity is Love. The heart opens to a profound connection with one’s highest self and
that of others. From this heart opening arise courage, joy, imagination, perseverance, faith and detachment
from outcomes. Joyful being and doing become the end in themselves.
IMAGINATION – Rising from Love is imagination. Anything feels possible, and one dreams big (and small),
thinks outside (and inside) the box, and does all this with joy, ease, and lightness.
COURAGE – From the heart opening comes the courage to take action in integrity with one’s purpose, be
‘unreasonable,’ take the leap of faith, and stay on course with gentle perseverance.
DELIGHT – The principal offering to the world becomes delight. No matter whether it is a product, service,
cause or movement, the underlying offering is of delighting others and oneself, rather than an “improvement”
of the world as it exists. The improvements and benefits reveal themselves naturally and organically.
DETACHMENT – Finally, and incredibly importantly, is the ability to fail healthily, relinquish control and attachment to outcomes, and become comfortable with uncertainty. The journey becomes the destination.
In this issue we offer a blast from the past: 8 contributions that closely illustrate just what we’re talking about
– the spirit of entrepreneurship based in courageous creativity. Enjoy!
Shahana.

“WE ARE CONSTANTLY CREATING OURSELVES, AND OUR AUTHENTIC
SELF OR SPIRIT DRIVES OUR CREATIVITY AND GROWTH. SOMETIMES
WE LOSE TOUCH WITH THAT CORE ESSENCE. SOMETIMES THE FEAR OF
EXPRESSING OUR CORE ESSENCE CAN BE OVERWHELMING.”

UNDEFINING MYSELF
KATHY JAKIELSKI . SHIFT

ISSUE : NOV 2010

Kathy is a Seattle-based writer, bodyworker, rocket scientist, bacon goddess and
general badass. She practices massage therapy and craniosacral bodywork in South Lake
Union at Shift Massage (www.shiftmassage.com) and you can find her creative project online at
www.WhatDoBaconDo.com.
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UNDEFINING MYSELF
One of my recent secret obsessions is looking for jobs on Craigslist. I already have two part-time jobs, a budding
bodywork practice, and a creative project called “What Do Bacon Do,” which is magically growing by leaps and
bounds. The last thing I need is a J.O.B. Still, I look - eager to classify and box myself into a role, a persona, a place something safe and definable.
Old habits are hard to break. I spent my twenties voraciously gathering interesting jobs and titles – archaeologist,
rocket scientist, patent nerd, corporate road warrior … and I had a damn good time doing it until suddenly the anxiety of waking up everyday became unbearable. I could no longer look at myself in the mirror. I had absolutely no clue
who I was.
I call this the time that “shit got real.” Real interesting. Real tough. Real painful. Real joyful. So began the unearthing
of ME, the authentic me, the heart of me.
In recovery circles, they talk incessantly about peeling the layers of the onion. As we begin the process of self examination it can be completely overwhelming (especially if also cutting off any external substances that you relied on
to numb out, which was heavy drinking for me). The idea is to just take it easy, layer-by-layer, as you delve into the
process.
So, I spent the last four years peeling away the layers to get progressively closer to that core beauty, that essence of
ME. Can this really be mine - this lightness, this joy, this abundance?
Getting in touch with my authentic self has been the most amazing and humbling of journeys. We are constantly
creating ourselves, and our authentic self or spirit drives our creativity and growth. Sometimes we lose touch with
that core essence. Sometimes the fear of expressing our core essence can be overwhelming.

“I SPENT MY TWENTIES VORACIOUSLY GATHERING INTERESTING
JOBS AND TITLES … UNTIL SUDDENLY THE ANXIETY OF WAKING UP
EVERYDAY BECAME UNBEARABLE. I COULD NO LONGER LOOK AT MYSELF IN THE MIRROR.”

KATHY JAKIELSKI
My personal process is something like this:
Finding myself in others;
Finding myself in actions;
Finding myself in stillness;
Finding myself in my self;
And then letting go of my egoic Self – who I thought I was – and going deeper. I don’t anticipate an end to this
process until it is time for me to call it a good life and peace out (as the kids may be saying these days).
LAYER 1. SHIFTING FROM EXTERNAL TO INTERNAL
The first step was shifting to find the goodness inside me instead of outside me. The need for external validation
has been one of the toughest things for me to break.
I was the grade grubber girl in school - you know, the one who would get a 96 and still argue to get two more
points. Because school was easy for me, good grades were the emotional offering I would give my parents in
exchange for their approval and attention. Overachieving helped me feel loved and needed.
In my family, the message was that work = drudgery and life = work. And although it wasn’t said, I was a pretty
quick to extrapolate early on that life = drudgery.
For a long time, I found success in doing what I thought I was supposed to be doing. The biggest gift of the last
few years was actually finding what I love to do! Doing what I love every day continually pushes me outside my
comfort zone and challenges me to stay true to my heart.
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“...I SPENT THE LAST FOUR YEARS PEELING AWAY THE LAYERS TO
GET PROGRESSIVELY CLOSER TO THAT CORE BEAUTY, THAT ESSENCE
OF ME…I DON’T ANTICIPATE AN END TO THIS PROCESS UNTIL IT IS
TIME FOR ME TO CALL IT A GOOD LIFE AND PEACE OUT…”

UNDEFINING MYSELF
LAYER 2. SHIFTING FROM HEAD- TO HEART-CENTERED LIVING USING THE BODY AS A GUIDE
Our internal state is love and abundance. It has taken me a while to be able to see this. My life hasn’t been all sunshine and rainbows, and I used to assume that people who believed in love and abundance didn’t have pain in their
life. I’ve grown to learn that it’s not about not having pain, but how we look at pain and integrate it into our life.
I’ve had to forgive myself for torturing my own poor heart. I’ve had to forgive others for trampling upon my heart, and
then I’ve had to sit and FEEL what was in my heart. And there was a lot of painful, scary stuff in there that I did not
want to feel.
One of the scariest parts and saving graces in this process has been learning to sit still to feel my body. When my
therapist first asked me to sit still for just five minutes, I thought I was going to go insane. It was a struggle to take
that time for myself and not DO anything. Movement = life, and I always had to be DO-ing something, anything, or
the anxiety was overwhelming.
Now, I meditate regularly and am constantly checking in with my heart and gut to gauge where I am. Making the
shift from head- to heart-centered living has been a beautiful and challenging balancing act of blending intuition
with logic, and finding that sweet spot of present-moment aliveness. I still get spun out sometimes, but can truly say
that my heart is my guide these days. I ask myself the question before speaking or acting: What is at the heart of the
matter? What is the spirit of the deal? Am I motivated by love or fear? Trust your gut. The enteric nervous system is
there for a reason.
LAYER 3. SHIFTING FROM SEEKING TO BEING
When I first started my recovery process, I wanted it to happen on my schedule. Still an “overachiever,” I figured that
I’d be done with the whole self-examination thing in three months, and move on to whatever I was supposed to be
doing next.

“I ASK MYSELF THE QUESTION BEFORE SPEAKING OR ACTING: WHAT
IS AT THE HEART OF THE MATTER? WHAT IS THE SPIRIT OF THE DEAL?
AM I MOTIVATED BY LOVE OR FEAR?”

KATHY JAKIELSKI
(I later learned that the greater the trauma loaded on to a person’s system, the faster they want to dump it, which
can often result in their re-traumatizing themselves as they unlock all of that from their physiology).
For me, developing a spiritual side was a key component, and frankly, a blessing to my recovery. I had spent so
much of my life trying to maintain or gain control; turning over a bit of control was a gift and a relief.
A few years into the process, I realized that in spite of healing and self-awareness, I was STILL seeking that external
validation. Instead of good grades, I was looking for validation in spiritual overachieving. The tons of seminars, selfhelp books and amazing teachers had been incredibly helpful but I was still looking for something outside myself.
There was a palpable shift in my gut when moving from seeking to being. Seeking has an energy of something needing to be fulfilled. Being feels more empowered and centered. I’m finding that things manifest almost effortlessly
when I’m in this present-moment being, and in resonance with my authentic self.
As for my J.O.B search, I recognize its futility. I’ve never been particularly good at any one thing except seeing the
light and beauty in others. I find people, their stories, and the light inside each of them completely fascinating. But I
never realized that to be my singular gift until I was able to see the light inside myself.
I don’t really know what is best for you. I truly believe, however, that you know what is best for you. I am certain that
you are a completely beautiful amazing being. And maybe that’s the best thing that we can try to do for each other in
this crazy world - take a moment to see the light in each other’s eyes.
Have fun undefining yourself!
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“THERE WAS A PALPABLE SHIFT IN MY GUT WHEN MOVING FROM
SEEKING TO BEING. SEEKING HAS AN ENERGY OF SOMETHING NEEDING TO BE FULFILLED. BEING FEELS MORE EMPOWERED AND CENTERED.”

“I FOUND THAT NO MATTER THE PROBLEM, LOVE IS ALWAYS THE
ANSWER…I DECIDED TO TURN THE SYSTEM ON ITS HEAD AND RESHAPE THE WAY YOUNG PEOPLE GET INVOLVED IN A MOVEMENT. IT’S
CALLED LOVEISTHEANSWER!”

LOVE IS THE ANSWER
IAN WATT . LOVEISTHEANSWER

ISSUE : OCT 2012

Ian is a typical 17-year-old guy living in a beach town. He is an artist and an observer. He takes
the world in, in its bits and pieces and strings it together into a song, a photograph, or a film. Ian
has always used his creativity as an outlet for the way he sees things, or the way he feels. He
used to think that his talents were just for him, and then realized his purpose was much bigger.
He learned to connect his talents to a cause and use his creativity to make a difference. Creating loveistheanswer and seeing it continuously grow has been an amazing adventure for Ian.

IAN WATT
It all started with a trip to Nepal to film a documentary creating awareness for an anti-human trafficking effort.
Instead of just donating to this organization, I had decided to go to Nepal and serve with my talents.
I followed an organization that rescues 20,000 girls every year. I sat next to girls being rescued. I filmed them
telling their stories. I saw their hope and dignity being completely restored. I saw them learning how to run businesses. I even saw a group of girls graduating from the organization’s rehabilitation program. These girls were
completely changed. They are now sustaining new economies, and changing their nation. Right in the middle of
it all, I realized that I simply had to share what I was experiencing.
The thing I love about my generation is that we are extremely talented. Look on any media-oriented website,
and you will find the most incredible works of creativity. From films to photography to graphic design to music,
not only is there an amazing quantity of creativity out there, the quality is equally phenomenal.
The other thing I adore is that we are truly altruistic. There are so many movements that teens these days can
jump into. And I see youth all the time, so motivated to get involved. But here’s the problem. When they realize
that the only way they can usually get involved is by giving money or making a pledge or purchasing some “action kit,” they lose heart.
All of a sudden, I found myself connecting the dots. Why would we want to use money to support movements?
People have to acquire money to even be able to give. So why not just use what we have already been given to
give back?
It had been so easy for me to use my intrinsic gifts, and yet it had made a huge impact. What if instead of solely
using our finances, we all used our talents towards a movement? The impact would surely be exponentially
greater!
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“I SAT NEXT TO GIRLS BEING RESCUED. I FILMED THEM TELLING
THEIR STORIES. I SAW THEIR HOPE AND DIGNITY BEING COMPLETELY RESTORED...THESE GIRLS WERE COMPLETELY CHANGED.”

LOVE IS THE ANSWER
As I thought more about options for solving the problems of our world, I discovered the ultimate solution. Some
people might argue that money is the only true solution to violence, poverty, manipulation, etc. I found that no
matter the problem, love is always the answer. And the name just stuck with me!
I decided to turn the system on its head and reshape the way young people get involved in a movement. It’s
called loveistheanswer!
loveistheanswer is a web-based platform for talented people directing their skills towards a movement. We
celebrate creativity and build a community of passionate problem solvers. Here’s how it works: people submit
their work on loveistheanswer.tv, we feature them, and connect them with other artists.
The platform is designed to launch artists. So if you are a talented creator, but you don’t yet have a cause to connect it to, we help you find it. If you are passionate about a movement, but don’t have any creative talent, we are
here to connect you with artists who are ready to help.
The response we’ve received so far has been absolutely incredible. We’ve had submissions from artists,
photographers, clothing companies and musicians. We’ve gotten to travel to do artist spotlights, and highlight
specific artists and how they are using their talents to truly make a difference.
Everyone has something to offer. People have created loveistheanswer clubs in their schools and youth
groups, and normal, everyday people are the ones that truly drive this movement. It’s not about me, or the artists,
or even loveistheanswer. It’s about changing the world with what we already have inside of us. I’d encourage
you to hop on board, because we are going places.
They say, “youth is wasted on the young”? Not anymore.

“EVERYONE HAS SOMETHING TO OFFER…IT’S ABOUT CHANGING
THE WORLD WITH WHAT WE ALREADY HAVE INSIDE OF US.
I’D ENCOURAGE YOU TO HOP ON BOARD, BECAUSE WE ARE GOING
PLACES.”

“IT’S NOT, DIRECTLY, ABOUT LOVE – EXCEPT THAT REALLY, IT’S ALL
ABOUT LOVE: LOVE THAT HAS NOURISHED OUR CREATIVE PATHS, LOVE
THAT HAS HELPED US TO SUPPORT EACH OTHER AND BELIEVE IN EACH
OTHER, LOVE THAT HAS SPILLED OVER, AS IT DOES, TO LOTS OF OTHER
WONDERFUL PEOPLE.”

WHAT’S LOVE GOT TO DO WITH IT?
ANDY LEIGH . THE CREATIVE INSTINCT

ISSUE : FEB 2011

Andy is a life coach based in Sheffield, UK. Along with coaching full-time, Andy authors The Creative Instinct blog (http://www.thecreativeinstinct.com), and is currently writing a workshop style
e-program designed to help deal with toxic people and toxic relationships.
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WHAT’S LOVE GOT TO DO WITH IT?
This is the story of two people’s joyous struggle to bring creativity to the centre of their lives. It’s the story of me and
my wife, Lynda.
It’s not, directly, about love – except that really, it’s all about love: love that has nourished our creative paths; love
that has helped us to support each other and believe in each other, love that has spilled over, as it does, to lots of
other wonderful people. And if you’ve heard it said that romantic love can’t last and instead morphs into something
else, something comfortable perhaps, warm maybe, but not true love – well, that’s not my experience.
The love is there and we would never dare be complacent about it. If there is a message to this story – it’s this: if you
follow your creative path, even if it is only a minor one among the highways of your life, it will change you, your life,
and the lives of those around you. Sharing your love and joy will make your journey even better.
The story begins a long time back – almost forty years ago, in fact. When I met Lynda I was just eighteen. She was
only seventeen. We were, I guess, long-haired, wannabe hippies. Of course, you didn’t get real hippies in 1972, and
especially not in the industrial steel-city of Sheffield, England. A year-and-a-half after we met, we were married…
and no, it wasn’t a ‘shotgun wedding’. She wasn’t pregnant. We didn’t have to get married for any reason other than
we had to be together.
Lynda’s childhood creativity had been thoroughly suppressed by her mum who wanted her to be a secretary. When
Lynda was fifteen, her mum bought her a typewriter and enrolled her in a course to learn how to use it. She didn’t
go on the course, but she also didn’t follow her creative urges. For my own part, I’d never really thought about it.
Creativity was something other people engaged in.
Looking back it’s easy to see just how ill-educated we were, ignorant of the world and its rich opportunities. Neither
of us was particularly worried about our lack of qualifications or our dead-end jobs. After all, most of our friends
were in the same boat. Those who had achieved more were seen, not as examples, but aberrations. At that time we
celebrated the blazing lights of other people’s creativity, and remained blind to any possibilities of our own.

“LYNDA’S CHILDHOOD CREATIVITY HAD BEEN THOROUGHLY SUPPRESSED BY HER MUM WHO WANTED HER TO BE A SECRETARY…FOR
MY OWN PART, I’D NEVER REALLY THOUGHT ABOUT IT. CREATIVITY
WAS SOMETHING OTHER PEOPLE ENGAGED IN.”

ANDY LEIGH
Yet we were, somehow, full of curiosity and enthusiasms – enthusiasm for the crunching beauty of 70’s rock
music for instance, and perhaps incongruently, greedily curious about the natural world around us.
And then we had children: three beautiful daughters who sparked our imaginations and fanned the resultant
flames. I think that at first we simply began to learn and grow so that our children could do the same. We wanted
to share our unformed love of nature, and to do that we hungrily sucked in knowledge about our surrounding
world – about the wild plants and trees, and everything that flew, crawled or swam around them. We learned so
that we could teach – but the lesson we learned was that learning itself was exciting, exhilarating and for us at
least, a wellspring for our dormant creative souls.
I made up stories, games and mad personas to delight and terrify them. Lynda made things. She was a natural
creative maker: models, pictures, picnics, improvised tents and castles, beaches or jungles complete with newspaper palm trees. We did this against a backdrop of constant job dissatisfaction, poor pay and Britain’s industrial
strife of the time. I lost a fledgling business and a lot of confidence, and after a couple of very bad jobs, ended up
out of work. And Lynda’s health was becoming a big worry too.
Yet, through all this, our creative selves were beginning to force their way forward. I needed to write down the
stories I was telling my children. But when I tried, I found I couldn’t. My level of written English was embarrassing. I went back to school to learn the basics. More advanced study soon followed, and then in my mid-thirties,
still ridiculously naïve, I went to university: the first person in my entire family to do so. A first degree in English
was followed, gradually, by an MA in Writing.
Lynda began her own journey. From an art foundation course at a local college she went straight onto a Fine Art
Sculpture degree. Half way through the course she was pole-axed by dangerous and traumatic illness. But Lynda
keeps going. Slowly, she completed the course, and then she too had her degree.
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“WE LEARNED SO THAT WE COULD TEACH – BUT THE LESSON WE
LEARNED WAS THAT LEARNING ITSELF WAS EXCITING, EXHILARATING
AND FOR US AT LEAST, A WELLSPRING FOR OUR DORMANT CREATIVE
SOULS.”

WHAT’S LOVE GOT TO DO WITH IT?
Soon after, somehow I wound up as an English lecturer. This felt like a very prestigious job for me, and an excellent
way to earn a living while I furthered my real ambition to write. I enjoyed it, mostly, but soon teaching sucked me dry
and left me hollow and exhausted.
Meanwhile, despite the considerable health challenges she faced, Lynda landed a dream job at the Yorkshire Sculpture Park. Immersed in the art she loved, she produced her own sculpture and paintings whenever she had the
energy, and also became an expert at inspiring creativity in others.
Lynda had become an artist – a sculptor who also painted. It took her a long time to get used to the idea – and then,
slowly and painfully, her health problems made it impossible. But Lynda has more spirit than anyone I’ve ever known.
And once you embrace your creative self you cannot easily (or happily) ignore it. Lynda still paints when she can, but
the intensity of the process drains her. Instead she is now focusing on her exceptional knitting skills. She’s a freeform knitter, working without a pattern and often with ten (yes, ten) different yarns on the go at once (Lynda has just
pointed out that her current piece has fifteen). Seeing is believing!
I also found my creativity heading in new directions. Having had a few short stories accepted and one broadcast on
radio, I slowly completed a novel during my first few years of teaching and almost got it published. But then I found
my imagination well and truly flattened by the pressures of the job and the emotions of Lynda’s health challenges.
Writing became just a memory.
Finally, in my ninth year as a lecturer I discovered a way out. I’d never heard of life coaching, but once I had it a
pealed to me immediately. I took out a loan to pay for a course and managed to crowbar the extra study into my
schedule. The whole process was mind-expanding and positive. Once qualified I quickly left teaching and became a
self-employed life coach. I had found my vocation, and with it, the mental space to regain my creativity.

“THERE WAS, HOWEVER, A SHOCK IN STORE. ALTHOUGH I MADE THE
TIME AND SPACE...I NO LONGER FELT COMPELLED TO WRITE FICTION…SO THERE WAS A LESSON – I DIDN’T HAVE TO BE ARTY TO BE
CREATIVE. WHO KNEW?”

ANDY LEIGH
There was, however, a shock in store. Although I made the time and space to write fiction, I no longer felt compelled to write fiction. To my surprise, writing copy for my website and writing articles about personal development gave me exactly the same buzz. So there was a lesson – I didn’t have to be arty to be creative. Who Knew?
It would be easy to conclude from all this that, well… there’s no real success here, is there? If you measure success only by money earned, by plaudits and prizes, then you’d be right. But as a life coach I help people define
success on their own terms, not on those of other people.
In this journey together, we’ve had so much joy, fun, stimulation and fulfillment from our creativity and from each
other’s creativity – and it’s washed over to our daughters and our broader family – that you can’t call it anything
but success… and love had everything to do with it.
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“IF YOU FOLLOW YOUR CREATIVE PATH, EVEN IF IT IS ONLY A MINOR
ONE AMONG THE HIGHWAYS OF YOUR LIFE, IT WILL CHANGE YOU,
YOUR LIFE, AND THE LIVES OF THOSE AROUND YOU. SHARING YOUR
LOVE AND JOY WILL MAKE YOUR JOURNEY EVEN BETTER.”

“...I WAS ABLE
TO LAUGH, TO FIGHT, TO BREATHE, TO CRY,
TO TEACH, TO LEARN, TO SING, TO SIGH...”

DREAMS

ISSUE : JUL 2011

SHEEBA JACOB . SING IT FROM YOUR SOUL
Sheeba was born and raised in the south suburbs of Chicago, but let’s just say, she gets
around! Some of her fondest memories have been walking on black sand beaches in El Salvador, gathering wildflowers for her grandmother’s 92nd birthday in India, chasing ice-cream
trucks in Brooklyn, dancing under the moonlight in Seattle, and just kicking it with her loved
ones. She gets her energy from music, writing, new time zones, the amazing people in her life,
and working on educational equity. Her CD, Sing it from your Soul, was released in 2012.

SHEEBA JACOB
Before I was born
my mother raised her golden brown arms to the heavens
and shouted,
“let her be whatever she dreams to be!”
And when I came onto this soft earth
I was given an amazing gift;
the heavens listened.
I was able
to laugh, to fight, to breathe, to cry,
to teach, to learn, to sing, to sigh.
When I was born,
I had the hands of all of my ancestors gently pushing me
toward my dreams;
dreams that were not too high out of reach because of sweet whispers
from these spirits.
They guided me in the right direction
as I fumbled and chased these possibilities
with streaks of fuchsia, turquoise, magenta, and gold.
They were splashed across the sky and
I jumped passionately to grab them.
Dreams,
they came in the shape of urban landscapes
where the truth about my students was revealed.
Qyaji was Baldwin, Ashanti transformed into Cleopatra,
Erasmo became Einstein.
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Dreams,
when I discovered my voice
and felt the ancient sound arise from this lush earth
giving me all I needed from my soul
to spout lyrics that flowed gently like the Nile.
Dreams,
through the people that have come into my life
as gifts and sages,
offering me timeless truths
tattooed infinitely on my soul.
Dreams,
as a girl
in this world
given the ability to embrace my full self
a lover, a sister, a daughter, a teacher, a dreamer
whose past connects to those whose strength carries me
and makes me who I am today,
who has traveled the world and has seen sweet visions of what
could be
when we truly love.
I had a dream last night.
I watched the sun rise,
spread rose petals down onto the ground near me,
walked towards the sun,
threw my coffee brown hands up into the air
and praised the heavens,
for they listened to me
and gave me dreams
hundreds of them flying around like butterflies.
With eyes closed, smile on my face,
the only thing I could do
was bow my head in gratitude.

“I AM GUIDED BY A DEEP APPRECIATION OF LIFE’S INTERCONNECTEDNESS. WE ARE ALL OF THE SAME ENERGY, SIMPLY IN DIFFERENT
PACKAGES - WHETHER YOU OR I, THE ANIMALS, BIRDS OR TREES,
THE WATER OR WIND - WE ARE LITERALLY THE SAME.”

FAITH IN ACTION

ANDREA MAKI . WILD LOVE PRESERVE

ISSUE : NOV 2011

Andrea’s two-decade art career includes exhibitions and national collections, and her work
reflects her (our) relation to universal energy, life and oneness, and her deep connection with the
animal world. In 2005 she created “The Wild Horse Project” to spread awareness. Wild Horses
from the 2009 Government Roundup resulted in Wild Love Preserve: a magical wildlife preserve
and project dedicated to protecting and preserving, honoring and nurturing the legacy of the
wild as nature intended. Visit www.andreamaki.com and www.wildlovepreserve.org for more.

ANDREA MAKI
Faith. Faith is a living, breathing action. It is a way of life. It is an understanding that all things are purposeful,
including those challenges which take us to the edge, and sometimes over. The greater the “why” becomes, the
greater the trust, or faith, in the whole and the fact we are always right where we need to be, learning those lessons which need to be learned. Wild Love Preserve is faith in action and constant motion.
I live in a sustained jump, often tested. The stronger the wind, the stronger the tree. My life has always been one
of truth, action, perseverance, consideration of the whole, and trust in the Universe. My intent has always been
to promote positive energy, awareness, compassion and action. I am guided by a deep appreciation of life’s
interconnectedness. We are all of the same energy, simply in different packages - whether you or I, the animals,
birds or trees, the water or wind - we are literally the same. This awareness gives rise to great compassion and
mutual respect for all living things. One does not harm that which one respects, for it is understood one only
harms oneself in the process, and in turn impacts the whole.
Animals are our teachers, man has much to learn. Humans are not superior to all else. The belief that man sits
atop a pyramid of life, here to do as he pleases, has brought us to the state we are in today. At the extreme cost
of the whole, many two-leggeds are disconnected and concerned only with their own immediate needs and desires. They fall short of understanding that humans are but a mere part of the whole and that within that whole
lies a very delicate balance. The magic of life lies within a sacred circle. As humans we have a responsibility
and we have a choice. Life requires our participation, to fully engage. To walk this earth must not be taken for
granted. It is our responsibility to protect and care for the land. To respect the earth and all its inhabitants, acting
with conscience and awareness. It is vital that we learn from the past and apply that knowledge in a positive
manner moving forward.
Wild horses speak to all that I am. Their strength, beauty, perseverance and eternal belief, resonates with my
truth as an active part of my being. In June 2005 I traveled to Southern California to photograph wild horses for
a new body of artwork, a continuation of my 1999 Wild Horse series. It was then I learned of the devious actions
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“AS HUMANS WE HAVE A RESPONSIBILITY AND WE HAVE A
CHOICE. LIFE REQUIRES OUR PARTICIPATION, TO FULLY ENGAGE.
TO WALK THIS EARTH MUST NOT BE TAKEN FOR GRANTED.”

FAITH IN ACTION
of Senator Conrad Burns (MT), a former livestock auctioneer. In November 2004, during the late night hours, he
attached a rider to the 2005 US Appropriations Bill, which went unnoticed by other Senators. The subsequent
passing of this bill officially gutted the 1971 Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burro Act.
Upon learning of this critical state of affairs, my own artwork (career) was put on hold as I focused on the selfcreated “Wild Horse Project” to promote support and awareness - driven by a passionate dedication to help right
a wrong and do what I could in the efforts to save our wild horses. This ever-evolving project launched with a
self-designed and published 2006 calendar featuring black and white photographs, titled “In the Spirit of One - To
Save the Wild Horses”. As a gesture of awareness with a personal request to act responsibly, I sent a signed calendar to every Member of Congress. In addition this project has resulted in various bodies of wild horse artwork,
including pieces created for auction to benefit the cause, traveling art installations, greeting cards, published
writings, and now Wild Love.
In late March 2010, the Wild Love Mission was set in motion when my dog, Kiowa, and I traveled to Ketchum,
Idaho for her surgery. I had hopes of spending time with the regional Wild Challis Herd, photographing for new
work while Kiowa recuperated. That was not meant to be. However, thanks to a wondrous series of “coincidences” I did find myself amidst the intense magic of some of these regional wild ones, just not in the wild.
I quickly understood this was not to be about photographing for new artwork. Something much larger and
Universal was unfolding.
As fate would have it, on April 1, 2010 Wild Love was born of this purposeful, “chance” encounter and a promise
made, eye to eye, heart to heart, with twenty one wild mares, most pregnant, from a 2009 government (BLM)
roundup. They have come from the wild, speak for the whole, and take us back to their specific home in the wild
under evolved circumstances. In response to this promise made and critical need, I have established non-profit
status and am creating Wild Love Preserve as a unique and sustainable wild preserve in the Northern Rockies

“AS FATE WOULD HAVE IT, ON APRIL 1, 2010 WILD LOVE WAS BORN
OF THIS PURPOSEFUL, “CHANCE” ENCOUNTER AND A PROMISE
MADE, EYE TO EYE, HEART TO HEART, WITH TWENTY ONE WILD
MARES, MOST PREGNANT, FROM A 2009 GOVERNMENT ROUNDUP.”

ANDREA MAKI
dedicated to protecting our iconic wild mustangs in their native habitat, while preserving this wild ecosystem as
a whole, now and for countless generations to come. The intent is to create an expansive protective corridor in
an existing Herd Management Area (HMA) on our wild public lands. This HMA exists as such because it is the
native home to numerous bands of wild horses, however this same public land is also divided into multiple grazing parcels for private ranching outfits to graze their livestock. This wilderness has been their home for centuries, yet this American Icon is now in peril at the hand of man and timely action is needed before these majestic
beings become but a distant memory.
Wild Love Preserve is dedicated to the greater good of our wild planet, which carries on long after we today,
travel elsewhere. This is not a fenced wild horse sanctuary. Due to the logistics of our unique location, this specific working intent goes direct to the source in the wild and works towards solutions which put an end to the inhumane helicopter round ups and displacement of our wild horses and their families in the first place. There are
other responsible ways to approach this situation which do not require their removal in this manner. While the
earth and its inhabitants are not for us to “own”, respectfully speaking, these are our wild horses, our wild public
lands and our heritage. Many are unaware of this dire reality in which wild lives are paying the ultimate price
and are equally unaware that these roundups and long term holding facilities are funded by American taxpayers.
Wild Love’s interests lie in working with the Bureau of Land Management and local ranchers in a new light.
While opinions are varied, differences heard, Wild Love Preserve believes that by working together we have
an opportunity to create something new, special and lasting. Together we have the ability to turn a page in the
history books. The time is primed, good will and energy are abundant. The foundation has been laid, progress
ever-evolving. Vital funding is the only critical component missing and therefore causing delays in key negotiations with the BLM. Paramount floodgates will open with proof of ownership on our target property/operations
base, thus sponsors and donors are actively sought, along with avenues to market the Wild Love Brand products
created to directly support the cause. Wild Love Preserve is truly about all of us, a reflection of our humanity.

To learn more about Wild Love Preserve visit www.wildlovepreserve.org. For more about Andrea Maki visit
www.andreamaki.com.
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“WHY AM I SPENDING THE TIME THAT I COULD BE WITH MY SON TO
MAKE A FILM ABOUT A GIRL WHO IS THOUSANDS OF MILES AWAY, WHO
SPEAKS A LANGUAGE I DON’T UNDERSTAND—AND WHO IS NO LONGER
ALIVE?”

UNREASONABLE COMMITMENT
AMY BENSON . THE GIRL WHO KNEW TOO MUCH

Amy left teaching when she fell even more in love with documentary film and its potential to do
capital–G GOOD for the world. In 2005, she and her husband, Scott Squire, started Nonfiction
Media. Their promotional videos for nonprofits and their own documentary shorts have shown in
film festivals across the country. Their film about girls’ education in Nepal, Three, headlined the
National Committee for Women film festival in Singapore. Their first feature length documentary,
The Girl Who Knew Too Much, about the life and death of an untouchable, is in post production.
See more at http://www.girlworldproject.org/
ISSUE : JAN 2012

AMY BENSON
I am living on too little sleep most of the time.
The story of Shanta keeps me up at night, and my two-year-old son wakes me up early in the morning. It has
been this way since 2008. That was the year I met Shanta and the year I became pregnant. The two most
transformative events of my life happened just months apart. And they both have put me on a thrilling, unkempt,
angst-filled track that I can’t get off. My only option is to make another pot of coffee and keep doing what I am
doing.
The story of Shanta and the raising of my boy, Hale, keep me on a perpetual roller coaster—if one has me
slowly ascending with sweet anticipation, the other has me begging to get off the ride. They both bring me immense, unexplainable joy and they bring me dark waves of deep frustration and regret, if I allow myself to feel
that.
The days that the documentary makes progress—maybe a grant is awarded—are the days that Hale decides
to spend refusing to get dressed and I am in my pajamas till 2:00pm. After a day of snuggles and childrearingmilestones, I feel the Nepal project is too huge—impossible.
What am I doing? Will it ever get done? This is stupid—unreasonable even. I gave up a well-paying, extremely
rewarding job as a teacher to be in the unpredictable, no paycheck world of documentary. Everything we do
feels piecemeal and a little desperate.
Why am I spending the time that I could be with my son to make a film about a girl who is thousands of miles
away, who speaks a language I don’t understand—and who is no longer alive? Why am I spending time prepping snack for preschool when I could be working on the answer to the question the whole world needs to
know—why did Shanta take her own life?
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“2008...WAS THE YEAR I MET SHANTA AND THE YEAR I BECAME
PREGNANT...THE TWO MOST TRANSFORMATIVE EVENTS OF MY
LIFE...AND THEY BOTH HAVE PUT ME ON A THRILLING, UNKEMPT,
ANGST-FILLED TRACK THAT I CAN’T GET OFF.”

UNREASONABLE COMMITMENT
In 2008, my husband, Scott, and I traveled to Nepal to film a promotional piece for an NGO that provides scholarships for poor girls to go to school. Shanta was a stellar example of why educating girls is the best thing we can
do for the world. She had moved from her tiny, remote village to live with her brother in Kathmandu and attend
one of the best schools in the country. When we met her, she had been in the city for a year. She had learned to
read and write. She had some English. She was at the top of her class.
She told us she was going to become a doctor. She told us she was going to return to her village to teach the
women there about contraception. She was angry that her mom had so many babies—that she was just one of
many.
Shanta was angry about a lot of things. She was routinely pushed out of line at the local fountain because of her
Dalit (untouchable) caste. Her sister-in-law, a mother of two who had never spent a day in school, harassed her
for being yet another mouth to feed. The apartment was too small, dark and crowded for studying. She missed
the village, but was not the same person from when she left.
During the weeks in which we filmed her, I knew how frustrated she was. In many ways, she was like many teenagers I knew back when I was a middle school teacher. She was proud, cocky even, emotional, silly and full of big
dreams. The difference was her extreme vulnerability.
And the thing is… I knew this. I knew how vulnerable she was.
This is the moment that still causes me pain in my stomach every time I think of it. I don’t even know if I want to
write it down.

“SHANTA WAS A STELLAR EXAMPLE OF WHY EDUCATING GIRLS IS
THE BEST THING WE CAN DO FOR THE WORLD. SHE HAD MOVED
FROM HER TINY, REMOTE VILLAGE TO LIVE WITH HER BROTHER
IN KATHMANDU AND ATTEND ONE OF THE BEST SCHOOLS IN THE
COUNTRY.”

AMY BENSON
The last time I spoke with her was the night before we left Nepal that first time. It was over the phone from our
hotel lobby. We had only so much common language we could use, so Shanta and I repeated the same phrases
over and over.
‘I will miss you’; ‘so happy to know you’…Then we just sat on the line for a while in silence. She said things in
Nepali I could not understand.
And then I said, ‘I will come back.’ ‘Come back,’ Shanta repeated.
I was going to come back.
Scott and I spent the plane trip home writing the script for our documentary that would prove that girls’ education is the best thing we can do in the world. It would be the film that would be the tipping point for women’s
empowerment in the developing world. Shanta was to be our main character—our hero.
It wasn’t until the summer of 2010 that we had raised enough funds for our return trip. It was at this same time
that we got the news of her death. Hale was napping and he woke up when he heard my sobs. Shanta had
hanged herself.
I was sure it was my fault. I felt I had failed. I was so, so sad she was gone. For over a month I didn’t know if I
would laugh again. It might sound dramatic, but it’s true. Nothing felt light. I saw the world through a scrim of
Nepal. It made me feel ill each time I scraped Hale’s uneaten food into the compost or imagined how many gallons of water he was using in his bath.
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“...THE SUMMER OF 2010...WE HAD RAISED ENOUGH FUNDS FOR
OUR RETURN TRIP. IT WAS AT THIS SAME TIME THAT WE GOT THE
NEWS OF HER DEATH. HALE WAS NAPPING AND HE WOKE UP WHEN
HE HEARD MY SOBS. SHANTA HAD HANGED HERSELF.”

UNREASONABLE COMMITMENT
And then I felt self-conscious for being so devastated. I only knew her a few weeks. How self-centered am I to
think it was my fault? Doesn’t that make it all about me?
How must her mother feel?
I knew how vulnerable Shanta was, and the way I decided to help was to make an independent documentary
about her. What a slow, self-serving way to help someone.
If only I had just gotten there sooner…
Seven weeks after Shanta died, I flew back to Nepal, leaving Hale, whom I was still breastfeeding, for two weeks.
I had to know what happened. I carried my heavy backpack of film equipment all over Kathmandu and never got
it out even once.
We will never know why exactly she took her own life. The reasons are big and many and at the heart of it -so
simple. She was super smart, stubborn and severely stifled. She knew what she was capable of in the world and
knew she could not become it.
I don’t blame myself as much anymore, not in a direct way anyhow. The whole thing is so complicated. But I did
give her hope and then came home and had a baby and bought a new video camera and carried on with my life
while she continued suffering. It is not my fault, exactly, but damn, why didn’t I do anything more concrete?
Because, you see, I could have. Next to her, I have so much wealth. So much privilege. I could have, should
have saved her.

“I AM TAKING THIS ON—THE TELLING OF SHANTA’S STORY— TO
THE BEST OF MY ABILITY, NOT AS A WESTERNER, NOT EVEN AS A
FILMMAKER, BUT AS A GIRL, A WOMAN, AND MOST OF ALL AS A
MOM.”

AMY BENSON
But how? In what way? Bring her home with us? Make her American?
Currently, suicide is the leading cause of death among women aged 14-49 in Nepal.
I know. It is shocking. Suicide surpasses deaths related to childbirth and disease.
Despite this statistic it was far from an obvious choice to continue to tell Shanta’s story. Scott and I wrestled
with it for a long time, but ultimately I knew we didn’t really have a choice.
For as unreasonable as it is to think that I, this white western woman, can tell Shanta’s story for the good of the
world, it is even more unreasonable to think I mustn’t or shouldn’t.
I must have met her for a reason, right?
I am taking this on—the telling of Shanta’s story— to the best of my ability, not as a westerner, not even as a
filmmaker, but as a girl, a woman and most of all as a mom.
This is the realm in which I know I belong in Nepal, under the low ceilings of Shanta’s mom’s mud house with
my fancy camera. Our worlds are so different I can hardly believe they exist at the same time. Our lives are not
comparable. But we do have this in common—the special power of motherhood—and I think this is enough.
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“...I APPOINTED MYSELF MARKETING DIRECTOR FOR NATURE, AND
HAVE SPENT THE LAST NINE MONTHS IN MY NEW ROLE!...[BUT]
I’M WONDERING WHETHER I SHOULD BE SELLING NATURE AT ALL.
MAYBE IT’S THE ONE THING WE SHOULDN’T ADVERTISE. IF WE CAN’T
ADVERTISE IT, HOW DO WE MAKE KIDS LOVE IT?”

PROJECT WILD THING
DAVID BOND . PROJECT WILD THING

ISSUE : DEC 2012

David is an award-winning director, producer and writer of documentary, commercial and short
film projects, exploring social and political themes. David’s acclaimed feature documentary
Erasing David (2010) was released in cinemas, shown on Channel 4 in the UK, and played on TV
and at festivals around the world. David runs Green Lions with his creative partner Ashley Jones.
As well as developing film and TV projects David is currently directing and appearing in Green
Lions’ latest feature doc Project Wild Thing.

DAVID BOND
Here’s a terrible admission. I recently realised that my kids, aged three and five, are most excited by the television, or iPad, or by any screen – certainly more than by hanging out with me, or by other temptations. I have
tried the alternatives: cake, cameras, the zoo, parties.
So now I am making a feature-length documentary film about children and their lack of connection to nature.
Things were different when I was a kid. When I got home from school, I wanted to drop off my bags and run
outside to play. TV was not a priority. There is a tempting argument, partly responsible for the rising time spent
on screens in schools, that technology is good for preparing children for the future. I agree in some respects.
But like much of my generation, I had little IT training at school, and I’m fine with technology. Is it ideal for a
childhood to have increasing screen time and decreasing nature time?
When I take my little treasures outside, I see them change. At first they look sullenly at me as if to say “What the
hell are we doing here? The cartoons are on!”
Thirty seconds later, they become carefree. Their eyes focus away from the thirty centimetre zone that screens
occupy. They become engrossed in the world around them. Nature, in its infinitely resolute glory, from dewy
lichen to the Armageddon of a proper storm, lifts them up where they belong, where the eagles cry, on a mountain high, to quote Joe Cocker.
These embarrassingly hippyish thoughts (– I’m a proud rationalist –) prompted my decision to make a doc
mentary, Project Wild Thing, to find answers. But what are the right questions? I’ve settled on these: Is nature
really good for you? How? In a blind choice, why do children chose telly over nature? But when they get dumped
in nature, why are they so happy?
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“WHEN I TAKE MY LITTLE TREASURES OUTSIDE, I SEE THEM
CHANGE...NATURE, IN ITS INFINITELY RESOLUTE GLORY, FROM
DEWY LICHEN TO THE ARMAGEDDON OF A PROPER STORM, LIFTS
THEM UP WHERE THEY BELONG, WHERE THE EAGLES CRY, ON A
MOUNTAIN HIGH...”

PROJECT WILD THING
The film is my attempt to dive into these questions. When I started, I only wanted to see what would happen if my
kids went outside more.
I soon realised that the things children love and demand are shiny, and constantly marketed. Marketing seems
like the best way to try to get kids to love nature as much as cartoons and iPad games.
So I have appointed myself Marketing Director for Nature, and spent the last nine months in my new role. I have
discovered surprising truths about how we sell to children. But I do not have the deep marketing pockets of Nintendo or Coke, so I have had to improvise. I have filmed a viral advert for an app that re-connects you to nature
(http://vimeo.com/49376098). I have been sneaking around London replacing estate agents’ signs with adverts
for the great outdoors. I have begun to distribute ‘No Balls’ – footballs that children can use in places where there
are ‘No Ball Games’ signs. I am planning to try to sue a list of non-natural brands which have co-opted natural
symbols for their logos. All three main UK political parties are on the list.
But I’ve also come to wonder whether I should be selling nature at all. Maybe it’s the one thing we shouldn’t
advertise. If we can’t advertise it, how do we make kids love it?
I think I’ve found a way. Rather than adding nature’s voice to the cacophony of marketing messages, I am working with Good for Nothing, a group of ex-marketeers who have seen the light, and now collaborate and experiment to try to solve big problems. Together, using a web platform, we are developing a way to connect, into a
unified lobby, the thousands of big and small groups in the UK who all want children to connect to nature. I do not
know what we would then ask for – it could be better town planning, less advertising to children, nature in the
curriculum – the group will decide.
The film is almost done – we just need to shoot final scenes. But we’re still short of the funds to complete it.
That’s why we’re on Kickstarter. It’s a platform where people pledge money to help complete the film, and in turn
get rewards, like a free download of the finished film, tickets to the premiere, producer credits.
I believe the film can make a significant change. If you’re a parent, if you think fondly of your own childhood, or if
you worry that many children now spend over half their waking hours on screens, please help. Or maybe, like me,
you believe childhood should be muddy, carefree, playful and undirected by brands.

“I HAD FOUND THE ANSWER: MY ANSWER. I WOULDN’T AIM LOWER, I’D
AIM HIGHER. I’D FAIL HARDER – AND IN DOING SO, I’D WIN BIGGER. I
HADN’T MADE EVEREST’S SUMMIT, BUT IF I’D AIMED LOWER, I WOULD
NEVER HAVE REACHED THE DIZZYING HEIGHTS THAT I HAD.”

FAILURE’S REWARD

NICK CARTER . THE ADVENTURE COUNCIL

ISSUE : SEP 2012

While working as a senior research scientist at the world’s largest weapons company, an experience
on Mt. Everest made Nick re-think his life and his priorities. He now runs and organizes large scale
expeditions and adventures, specializing in adventures that have never been done before, through his
company TheAdventureCouncil.com. Nick also gives talks to difficult audiences (prisons, youth groups,
homeless shelters), as well as large conferences and events, about adventure and exploration. He is
currently working on CommittedProject.org, which is keeping him very busy!
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FAILURE’S REWARD
I’m at 8,400 meters, the air around me so thin that each step costs me all of the mental resolve I have. To my left
and right, the ground drops away vertically for thousands of meters, before flattening out to become Nepal and Tibet,
respectively.
I see someone a hundred meters ahead of me, on the ridge. It could take over an hour to reach them, and by that
time they’d be further on. The wind whips all around me, very cold. I consider calling to them, but my voice wouldn’t
carry, even if I had breath to spare. I am very much alone.
My mind wanders for a moment, to all the little steps that led me to this point, causing enough of a distraction to
allow my foot to slip. A small shower of snow and ice sails down into Nepal. Everest’s summit ridge is no place for
lapses in concentration. The frozen bodies I’ve been stepping over all night are testament to that. I steady my nerves,
reposition my head torch, and take another step. It’ll all be over soon enough.
There’s a hotel ahead of me, with a chair-lift off to one side. Thankfully the chair-lift goes all the way to the summit.
And despite how slowly I am moving, I get to the chair-lift in remarkable time.
The queue for the lift is long, but there are always queues high up on Everest; it’s one of the reasons it’s so dangerous. I get to the front of the line and step through the lift’s door. I latch it closed behind me, and wait for the lift to
kick into action ... nothing happens. I stand there, bewildered for a moment, before waking up in my bed in London.
Eight months ago, when these dreams started, I was upset in the minutes after waking, feeling a huge sense
of loss and longing. But now, I’ve become somewhat hardened to the experience.
The dreams aren’t subtle; I don’t have to wonder what veiled message my subconscious is trying to convey to me.
Sometimes it’s a broken escalator, other times, a car-park ramp that goes up but never ends – the feeling evoked is
always the same. It’s the feeling I had when I realized that, with Everest’s summit in plain sight, I’d have to turn

“IT’S THE FEELING I HAD WHEN I REALIZED THAT, WITH EVEREST’S
SUMMIT IN PLAIN SIGHT, I’D HAVE TO TURN AROUND AND HEAD BACK
– TO SAVE MY TOES, AND MY FRIENDS. IT WAS A DARK AND COMPLICATED FEELING, ONE I’D HOPED TO UNDERSTAND...”

NICK CARTER
around and head back – to save my toes, and my friends. It was a dark and complicated feeling, one I’d hoped
to understand before I felt it again. Instead I am subjected to it nightly.
When I was training to climb the mountain, and even when I was actually climbing its summit-ridge, the top was
only ever a dream. Now, through my dreams, it had become an obsession. An obsession only unfinished business could engender. And paradoxically, it was only the dreams that now kept the experience alive, because
nothing had actually changed when I returned home to England. My life was essentially the same. Friends, family, job. All the same. After a few weeks, nothing really remained of my 72 days, my “time-out-oftime,” in Tibet.
Except the dreams.
But that wasn’t quite true. Nothing had changed on a physical level, and yet there was a feeling, extremely subtle
at first, and then growing stronger day on day. It started as a gentle unease. Within two months it had become
closer to what I would describe as terror – and I don’t mean that figuratively. The sense of non-completion I felt
in my dreams every night was slowly entering my waking life.
Every meaningless report I wrote now felt like time I would never get back; time I had traded for a currency that
had no real value. The work had meaning for the company, yes ... but for me? For my purpose? Not at all. I became so terrified, sitting at my desk at work each day, that it started to overpower the placating voice in my head
telling me that my life was “good enough,” telling me not to worry.
As the weeks progressed I only pretended to work. I was really thinking about my time on the summit ridge, and
about my decisions. In hindsight, perhaps it would have been better to have only aimed for the North Col, the
saddle between Everest and its nearest neighbor Changtse. There were four separate teams who had made that
their end point, and it was a significant accomplishment in its own right. But not one of those teams had actually
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“WHEN I WAS TRAINING TO CLIMB THE MOUNTAIN, AND EVEN WHEN
I WAS ACTUALLY CLIMBING ITS SUMMIT-RIDGE, THE TOP WAS ONLY
EVER A DREAM. NOW, THROUGH MY DREAMS, IT HAD BECOME AN
OBSESSION. AN OBSESSION ONLY UNFINISHED BUSINESS COULD ENGENDER.

FAILURE’S REWARD
made the North Col. At least I had made it that far. But of course I had, I was aiming for the summit. North Col was
just a stepping stone on the path to the top.
Now, that made me stop and think. In fact, it made me do a lot more than that. It made me quit my highly paid, prestigious job. It altered my ambitions and changed the course of my life. I had found the answer: my answer. I wouldn’t
aim lower, I’d aim higher. I’d fail harder – and in doing so, I’d win bigger. I hadn’t made Everest’s summit, but if I’d
aimed lower, I would never have reached the dizzying heights that I had.
Does this all sound trite? It should. People had been telling me this same story in different guises for years. I think
that’s the way it is for truth, which is fundamental. Perhaps it needs to be said in different ways so as to find one
that rings true in one’s own ear; or perhaps it even has to be experienced firsthand. I don’t know. All I know is that I
regained my focus, and my zest, when I started to embrace projects that were sized to fit my imagination, rather than
to my current abilities. I have never looked back.
So what am I doing now? Something so much bigger, of course!
I take lessons from previous adventures, and explore different aspects of an experience. Experience, after all,
is the only currency of value. With Everest I had gained a better understanding of human endurance; but it was
a very solitary journey. I wanted my next adventure to be as much inter-personal, as physical.
I am now organizing the “Committed Project” (www.CommittedProject.org), which will be taking a group of young
offenders from some of the most notorious detention centers in Britain, on an epic journey to cross the Greenland
icecap, unsupported. To call this group of people difficult is an understatement, but the project has already taught me
humility, and great patience. It has shown me the people behind shocking criminal headlines, and their reasons. I feel
privileged to do what I do every day. It makes my heart sing.

“ALL I KNOW IS THAT I REGAINED MY FOCUS, AND MY ZEST, WHEN
I STARTED TO EMBRACE PROJECTS THAT WERE SIZED TO FIT MY
IMAGINATION, RATHER THAN TO MY CURRENT ABILITIES. I HAVE
NEVER LOOKED BACK.”

NICK CARTER
Everest was self-centered, selfish, even. If I only achieve a small part of my new project, I will have achieved
more than I ever did on Everest, because it’s a far bigger goal than Everest ever was. It embraces others. It has a
real chance to effect change.
And when the Committed Project is over, I will find something bigger still. I have no worry that I will run out of
“bigger” things, and no worry that I will not be up to these bigger challenges, because I get bigger each time I
attempt a new challenge. That is failure’s reward, and it’s the only form of repayment I now accept.
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“I HAVE NO WORRY THAT I WILL RUN OUT OF “BIGGER” THINGS...
THAT I WILL NOT BE UP TO THESE BIGGER CHALLENGES, BECAUSE
I GET BIGGER EACH TIME I ATTEMPT A NEW CHALLENGE. THAT IS
FAILURE’S REWARD, AND IT’S THE ONLY FORM OF REPAYMENT I
NOW ACCEPT.”
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